Canopic Chest and Jars Project

- Make all four (4) jars representing each son of Horus: Falcon (Intestines), Baboon (Lungs), Human (Liver) and Jackal (Stomach). You can make these out of clay that either hardens or that you have to bake. You can also choose to use paper mache.
- Design each god to make it look as real as possible using paint or permanent markers to emphasize the characteristics.
- Make something for each jar that represents the internal organs (Example: Intestines might look like spaghetti). You can make the organs out of clay also.
- Design and decorate a canopic chest to store the jars.

Rubric Questions for Canopic Jars

- Did you make four jars representing each god?
- Did you make all four organs?
- Did you make a chest to hold the canopic jars?
- How well were all parts designed and painted?
- Were the jars neatly labeled?
- How much effort did you put into this project?
- Were your research cards and bibliography cards complete?